For their first collaboration, design agency Established & Sons has teamed up with Spanish furniture brand Andreu World to create a height-adjustable stool. The Layer stool, designed by Barber and Osgerby, creates a “third zone” in between seating and standing that can be easily relocated to create a more informal working area. The stool can be made in a variety of materials including leather, fabric or metal.

Established & Sons.

"Businesses and individuals want to inhabit a universal space that is able to adapt to how they want to work," said Sebastian Wrong, design director of Established & Sons. "The working environment is no longer about meeting rooms, task chairs and desk systems," he said. "It is about organisations in the home and organisations that are flexible, informal and able to functionally adapt to how they want to work."

This year’s Clerkenwell Design Week has added to its Embrace collection with a new table developed by Austrian design trio EOOS. The Embrace table is one of three new designs showing flexibility, informality and functionality. The table can be customised to offer either a metal cage, wooden panels or a semi-circular top and can be used in a standing or sitting context. A steel wire structure is used in place of legs, joining the round table top to the cross-shaped base.

EOOS

"Grid seating system by Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec for Established & Sons."

"This modular seating system by the Bouroullec brothers has a high level of design integrity and that includes comfort," said Fredrik Fearnley, CEO of Henning Larsen Architecture. "Established & Sons have a strong belief in the future of furniture and creating flexible but modern design solutions that will appeal to the small London district, which is home to many architecture studios and furniture showrooms."

The Bouroullec brothers have been added to the Embrace collection. This year’s Clerkenwell Design Week has added to its Embrace collection with four new designs from British brand Established & Sons. Each customer can be customised to offer either a metal cage, wooden panels or a semi-circular top and can be used in standing or sitting contexts. A steel wire structure is used in place of legs, joining the round table top to the cross-shaped base.

EOOS

"New dining chairs have also been added to the Embrace collection."

"New dining chairs have also been added to the Embrace collection. These include a height-adjustable stool and a bench designed by Gustafson Porter + Bowman. The bench has an ‘unconventional and sculptural’ circular-topped dining and lounge centre to maximise legroom," explained CEO, Knud Erik Hansen.

Knud Erik Hansen.
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